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PUBLIC NOTICE
the BIRNIRK national landmark LOCALLY KNOWN AS
piqniq or shooting station is a protected HISTORIC
LANDMARK

under the terms of the NARL AGREEMENT LAND ex-
change the ukpeagvik inupiat corporation UIC is respon-
sible to protect maintain and preserve from any develop-
ment the birnirkbirnirt national historic landmark unless pro-
posed development is consistent with the purposes of the
landmark designation and such development is duly
authorized
UIC is concerned that encroachment by piqniq residents
has occurred in several instances in violation of previous

NOTICES that the area is protected
L

notice is hereby given that a SITE and BOUNDARY the baleen basket will be on display at beads and things
SURVEY will be performed which will establishreestablishre the limits prize double layered baleen basket
to where piqniq campsites can be located ist layer 14 diameter 2ndand layer 12 diameter

results of the survey will be made public once comcompletedfetedleted made by james omnik sr & jr of point hope

and a plan of action to relocate any camps from azinwzinwithin the t 200020.0020 00 per ticket

landmark boundaries will be taken need not be present to win

UIC is requesting the continued cooperation of barrow
residents inin protecting this important national historic well also be selling tickets at
landmark BEADS AND THINGS inin fairbanks AK
any comments questions or concerns should be directed to 537 2ndand AVE wgaqtikigaq traditional dancers

fairbanks AK 99701 POp 0 box 181UIC real estate dept 4562323456 2323 attnanttn ann pomipoint AKPO box 427 hope 99766

barrow alaska 99723
phone 9078524450907 852 4450
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